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Summary

 ■ Criminal activities are driving conflict in postrevolutionary Libya and undermining state 
consolidation . 

 ■ The foundation of the illicit economy rests on four interconnected markets: weapons, 
migrants, drugs, and smuggled goods . 

 ■ A widespread prevalence of weapons has completely changed the game in Libya and led 
to an industry in criminal protection .

 ■ The dynamics of criminal activity and the development of illicit markets have different 
trajectories in northern coastal cities and inland towns and border areas .

 ■ Many local conflicts are driven by competition over illicit resources, and the capacity to 
provide or guarantee protection for illicit trade has become a major lever of influence .

 ■ Criminal control is consolidating into fewer hands, and groups with the most resources are 
best placed to leverage control and political influence .

 ■ Ironically, it is the criminal economy rather than joint and inclusive governance that binds 
the regions of Libya together .

 ■ Organized criminal behavior, illicit trafficking and trade, and the armed groups that per-
petrate them are harming the transition at a time when consolidating institutions of 
statehood is critical .

 ■ It is imperative to begin an effective response to organized crime now—with interventions 
in the political, economic, social, and security spheres .

 ■ The international community must be sensitive to Libya’s regional and international 
vulnerabilities .

 ■ An appropriate response may rely less on justice and security interventions and more on 
carefully calibrated political management coupled with well-deployed development .

 ■ Such a response also must undercut the market for protection and reestablish state 
control .

 ■ Such an approach would include marginalized groups and border communities in the 
political process, educate the public about the costs and consequences of illegal activities, 
reinstate state institutions of security to replace criminal protection arrangements, and 
transition from cash payouts and commodity subsidies to sustainable economic 
opportunities .
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Context

Illicit trafficking and associated organized crime are always driven by context: a combination of 
how weak or inefficient the state is, what the state defines as illegal, and the degree to which the 
state is able to protect both legitimate economic activities and take action against illegal ones .

A combination of weak central authority, strong local interests, and scattered population 
centers, along with specific economic and social factors—some historical, some the result of 
the revolution—have provided conditions ripe for a growth in organized criminal activity in 
Libya . This growth is having a decisive impact on the ability of the government to manage the 
political transition, consolidate institutions of statehood, and create an environment of stability 
and security for its citizens .

Not two years have passed since the revolution that removed Muammar Qaddafi from 
power after more than forty years of autocratic rule . Following what was truly a people’s revo-
lution and one of the major victories of the Arab Spring movement, Libya has been making 
uneven progress toward a modern pluralist democratic state . The international community is 
committed to supporting the country’s political, economic, and social transition, but interven-
tions are greatly constrained by the current security situation . 

Considerable challenges therefore remain . For many, the most significant has been the 
plethora of armed groups, some that emerged during the revolution and some that have 
emerged since, that continue to threaten both human and state security . Defying attempts 
to disarm them, a complex network of armed groups and militias swirl around the capital of 
Tripoli and elsewhere, strong-arming the political process and undermining the prospects for 
stabilization . In May 2013 in Tripoli, for example, gunmen besieged government buildings 
and pressured parliament into passing a law to ban former Qaddafi officials from taking of-
fice under the new transitional government . This resulted in the removal of Mohammed al-
Maqrif, head of the Libyan General National Congress, who had been democratically elected 
in July 2012 in what was Libya’s first free and fair national election in six decades . In late 2013, 
sustained gun battles in Tripoli between opposing militia groups highlighted once again the 
degree to which armed groups outside state control were holding the political process hostage . 
In Benghazi, tensions between the public and armed brigades have alienated ordinary citizens, 
and assassinating police officials has become a sustained campaign .

Evolution of Politics and Crime

Observers often focus on the engagement of the militias in the political process . For many of 
these groups, however, resources from trafficking and smuggling empowers them and under-
cuts commitment to peaceful, democratic processes . They may at present not have an interest 
in outright secession, but the funding from illicit activities is a centrifugal force that encourages 
armed groups to continue to recuse themselves from the central statebuilding process . Several 
factors, not least of which is Libya’s location along some of the oldest trans-Saharan trade and 
trafficking routes to Europe, have made the fledging political order particularly vulnerable to 
organized criminal activity . The very logic of trafficking and smuggling, which relies on tenu-
ous controls of the state’s periphery, is an incentive for armed groups to maintain a weak state 
rather than allow a strong one to be rebuilt . Furthermore, the protection of trafficking routes—
which entails access to arms and maintenance of militias—not only ensures that these groups 
are unlikely to be interested in a formal demobilization or disarmament process but also serves 
to proliferate arms, maintain instability, and promote violence .
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The geography of Libya is such that most of the population lives along the northern coastal 
belt and temperate western highlands, and far fewer people are in the south, where the reach 
of the state is noticeably weaker, particularly around Sebha in the southwest and Kufrah in 
the southeast . The coastal belt is divided: On the one hand is the pull of the central state from 
Tripoli and the urban concentrations in the mountains between Tripoli and the Tunisian bor-
der; on the other is the Barqa region to the east with its distinctive political history and culture 
centered on the city of Benghazi .

Under Qaddafi, the absence of other forms of economic activity meant that illicit traffick-
ing and smuggling were key livelihoods for underserved border communities . To some extent, 
the regime tolerated this because it permitted those regions to remain largely self-sufficient . 
At the same time, as central government control weakened, armed and criminal groups gained 
legitimacy in the eyes of some communities by providing services the state did not . Illicit forms 
of economic activity thus became entrenched and widely accepted . These dynamics reinforce 
local identities, which in turn foster local animosities and local conflicts . This situation fractures 
and constricts the peace process for many if not most communities on the geographic periph-
ery, who largely feel isolated from the current political process in Tripoli .

The political dynamic since the revolution has meant that “the transition  .  .  . [is] led by a 
loose and fragile coalition of interests, rather than any single political force or institution . Too 
many local counterweights to central authority, in the form of local councils and revolution-
ary brigades, developed during the conflict .”1 This fragmentation has positive implications for 
democratic development in that it reduces the possibility of a return to dictatorship . It has 
negative implications as well, however, in that those with resources and weapons have a dis-
proportionate influence .

Many Libyan leaders concede that criminal activity and organized crime are key chal-
lenges for the transition, but most argue that they can only be dealt with later, when the state 
is consolidated and the transitional political process has run its course .2 A detailed review 
of the development of the country’s emerging criminal economy suggests that organized 
criminal behavior, illicit trafficking and trade, and the armed groups that perpetrate them 
are shaping the transition—empowering some actors over others, generating conflicts that 
may be hard to end decisively, and weakening the central state by limiting its reach and cor-
rupting its key institutions—at a time when a key requirement is to consolidate institutions 
of statehood .

Libya may not be unique in this regard . A growing body of evidence and research suggests 
that it is precisely during the transition that conflict and postconflict states are particularly 
susceptible to the growth of illicit trafficking and associated organized crime .3 This is in part 
because of the weakening or collapse of state structures and the degree to which “criminal or-
ganizations use gaps in states’ capacity to create competitive advantage .”4 A failure to explicitly 
address organized crime and illicit trafficking during the transition is to entrench it in the 
future of a new Libya .

The argument that organized crime is a spoiler to peace and development has become con-
ventional wisdom, but in most peacebuilding or statebuilding exercises, it rarely moves beyond 
rhetoric . To illustrate, a recent review of UN peacekeeping missions found that mandates of 
relevant UN interventions usually excluded mention of either illegal trafficking or organized 
crime .5 The issue, as in Libya, is beginning to attract significant attention, but in a context in 
which policy prescriptions remain relatively underdeveloped, Libya may well prove an impor-
tant test case .
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The strategies required to reduce the influence of criminal groups on the statebuilding 
process are not inconsistent with the broader political, economic, and social goals of transition . 
The evidence gathered in this study suggests that an appropriate response to organized crime 
may rely less on justice and security interventions and more on a carefully calibrated political 
management strategy coupled with well-deployed development interventions .

Understanding the solutions to illicit trafficking and smuggling requires a nuanced analysis 
of Libya’s emerging illicit economy and its connection to broader regional, economic, social, 
and political dynamics . This is turn contributes to the definition of possible policy options, 
including the ways in which external actors might be of assistance .

Illicit Economies and Organized Crime

Neither organized crime nor trafficking in Libya are new, and for many Libyans, the acts de-
scribed in this report would not even be considered or understood as crimes . One of the chal-
lenges in mobilizing a response, therefore, comes simply with the use of terminology .

For this report, illicit economies are characterized by transactions and commodities for which 
production and marketing are legally prohibited unless they comply with relevant regulations 
and taxation requirements . They differ from ordinary crime in their complexity, their sustain-
ability, and the repeated nature of the transactions .6 Organized criminal groups are generally 
(but not exclusively) the key operators of illicit economies, given the requirement for high 
levels of organization to facilitate and protect repeated transactions .

The use of the term organized crime within the context of illicit economies presents  
several challenges, most notably a lack of widespread traction in many parts of the Arab  
and developing world .7 Nevertheless, the phenomenon can be defined by a key set of con-
stituent activities: aimed primarily at acquiring profit illegally, carried out over time and in 
an organized way, conducted by a definable network of connected individuals, and threaten-
ing or using either violence or corrupting activities to protect or promote these activities .  
In almost all contexts, and Libya is not an exception, organized crime groups or networks 
may cross over with the activities of political, economic, or community groups or elements 
of the state .8

Illicit economies, like their licit counterparts, change over time and depend on political 
context . As mentioned, Libya’s criminal economy is not new . During the Qaddafi period,  
ownership of portions of the illicit economy was allowed in two circumstances . First, access 
was provided to tribes, families, and communities close to Qaddafi . Second, providing access 
was a way of buying off potential political opposition .

More broadly, though, the development of a parallel black market for goods served the 
needs of the people, a fact that did not escape Qaddafi . In a memorable quote from an address 
to local revolutionary committees in 1988, he declared,

You may think that black-markets are negative . On the contrary . As far as we are con-
cerned as revolutionaries they show that the people spontaneously take a decision and 
without  government make something which they need: they establish a black market 
because they need it .  .  .  . What are black-markets? They are people’s markets .9

What Qaddafi did not say was that although everyone was free to buy smuggled goods, 
his regime controlled the key trafficking routes and used enforcement to reward some groups 
over others .10 The result was a controlled criminal market regulated by the state, ensuring that 
the state also benefited at a number of levels, primarily by levying bribes and payoffs to senior 
officials .
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Peacebuilding, State Consolidation, and Organized Crime

Although the revolution in Libya is part of the broader process of political change across  
the Arab world, a number of features specific to Libya have defined the nature of the state-
building efforts that have followed .11 These features provide an important context in which 
Libya’s criminal economy must be understood .

First, the momentum for revolution in Libya was brought on by the efforts of ordinary 
people rather than by a consolidated political or ideological movement . Qaddafi’s overthrow, as 
indicated, gave rise to a fragmentation of players . Katiba (brigades), sometimes formed rapidly 
during the revolution, have in some cases sought to consolidate their military influence into 
political power . Local leaders, still often mistrustful of the intentions of the nascent central 
government processes, exert considerable authority in their regions, and those that can combine 
political strength with military power project wider influence, often independent of the central 
government’s wishes .12 Ensuring the capacity to finance military strength and resource political 
power has thus become key criteria for success as the transition has unfolded .

A second important feature is the legacy of weak governance and deliberately hollowed-
out state institutions that have little ability or experience in guiding the transition toward 
a democratic conclusion .13 In border control, Qaddafi deliberately maintained a strategy of 
obfuscation, dividing the responsibility between several ministries and institutions, creating 
a confusion that has carried over into the postrevolution structure .14 Furthermore, as in most 
postauthoritarian transitions, ordinary Libyan citizens deeply mistrust state structures, particu-
larly security and the police . No real law enforcement bodies, specialized or otherwise, have 
thus been immediately willing or able to respond effectively to the increase in illicit trafficking 
and smuggling .

Finally, a combination of sanctions avoidance and the policy of smuggling and trafficking 
as economic reward left a network oriented to exploiting the illegal economy . Moreover, the 
transfer of resources from illicit smuggling and trafficking has been perceived as “a rightful 
inheritance” for ordinary people .15 As a result, few if any social, cultural, or community con-
straints to engaging in illicit trade exist .16

These and other factors have created a perfect storm of conditions for organized crime: 
armed groups in search of resources to sustain themselves and bolster their political position, 
no legitimate law enforcement or other state structures to respond, and few community con-
trols on the involvement of people in the illicit economy .

In essence, state control over illicit markets has fallen away, and the shift in political control 
has resulted in localized conflicts over control of illicit resources . Such conflicts are almost 
always between those who benefited from smuggling or trafficking in the new order and those 
who now seek to or have entered the market more recently . How these conflicts and alliances 
consolidate in the transition phase is directly linked to developments in the political and eco-
nomic sphere . The new order is generating a range of new players to supplement the old, and 
the country’s criminal economy is still consolidating . It is in this period—when control and 
influence are relatively fluid—that the state may be most able to eradicate the illicit economy . 
Once interests have been established and power fused with illicit markets, the task will be that 
much more difficult .

Research Methodology

Gathering information on organized crime and illicit trafficking is a challenging exercise . Those 
involved in organized crime have strong motivations to keep their activities hidden . Interlocu-
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tors, including those within law enforcement, may be fearful of speaking .17 This challenge is 
compounded in conflict-affected or fragile environments where swift retribution is likely .

This situation does not preclude the possibility of conducting research, however . Drawing 
relevant and reliable conclusions requires identifying and contacting appropriate interlocutors 
and corroborating the information by speaking with as many people as possible . Despite the 
sensitive nature of the topic, many people may be willing to talk, and each interviewee is a use-
ful contact for a wider number of possible meetings .18

Interviews with more than two hundred individuals were conducted over three weeks in 
April 2013 across Libya . These were selected based on a general overview of trafficking pat-
terns and then adjusted based on access and time constraints . They include interviews in all of 
the major coastal cities, border towns on the western and eastern borders, and in Sebha in the 
southwest and Kufrah in the southeast .19 Interviews conducted in Niger and Mali in the same 
period for a related study have also been drawn on for a broader understanding of regional 
dynamics .

A methodology proved effective in other studies of organized crime is the relatively long, 
unstructured interview . These allow the interviewee to discuss relevant issues in greater detail . 
In general, discussions began around Libya’s economic or political development, only then 
moving to illicit trafficking and criminal activity .20 In many cases, focusing the discussion 
around a map was useful: Interviewees often more easily described the position and identified 
trafficking routes and zones of influence of particular groups .

In general, interviewees could be placed in one of the following umbrella categories: police, 
prosecutors, members of newly formed crime-fighting units, Libya Shield members involved 
in border duties, katiba or local military leaders, community leaders, religious leaders, academ-
ics, and knowledgeable members of communities, including those with a good sense of or 
involvement in trafficking .

The research team also visited several prison facilities and immigrant detention centers 
to conduct interviews, mainly with West Africans who had been smuggled or held for drug-
related offenses . These interviews were held without prison staff being present .21 Interviewees 
have not been quoted by name, and, unless otherwise sensitive, the general description of the 
interviewee, location, and date of interview has been referenced .

An Evolving Illicit Economy

As mentioned earlier, under the Qaddafi regime, the illicit economy was largely state spon-
sored, and trafficking and smuggling remained largely in the hands of those favored by the 
regime . Since the revolution, control over trafficking and smuggling has decentralized . Funda-
mentally, however, and as shown in figure 1, the emerging illicit economy comprises four inter-
connected markets: weapons, migrants, drugs, and smuggling . These markets have developed a 
natural hierarchy in terms of financial return and strategic importance .

At the base of the hierarchy is the smuggling of subsidized goods both out of and into 
Libya . Both have significant community involvement, particularly in border regions, and the 
two are often intertwined in that the same form of transport and organization are used, though 
interviews indicated a degree of specialization by commodity . The smuggling of subsidized 
goods is closely connected to the illegal movement of people . Again, the same forms of trans-
port may be used, and community involvement is widespread . Migrant smuggling is increas-
ingly connected to drug trafficking—some West Africans pay for their transport by carrying 
small quantities of drugs, including both heroin and cocaine . However, drug trafficking re-
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mains relatively insulated and tightly protected and involves far fewer people than smuggling . 
At the top of the hierarchy is trafficking of weapons and of associated markets for protection . 
The widespread availability of guns during and after the revolution transformed the criminal 
economy in Libya and has fostered a market for protection .

Almost all of these criminal markets were present in similar forms before the revolution, 
but a combination of national and broader regional dynamics has led to five significant inter-
locking changes or shifts in their nature in the transition period .

Weapons trafficking has taken on a new prominence because both the political and the 
economic situations in the country are in flux . As noted, the political landscape is now char-
acterized by a fragile coalition of interests whose ability to consolidate often depends on 
military strength and the capacity to translate it into political influence . Thus the ability to 
source, purchase, and control the flow of weapons has thrust some groups into prominence at 
the expense of others . Weapons have also been critical to buying protection, threatening oth-
ers, and holding control over the illicit markets required to fund continued military strength 
and influence .

The political transition in Libya is situated within a broader regional instability . The unrest 
across the Middle East, the Sahel, and West Africa has increased the flow of migrants across 
the region from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean . Although interview after interview high-
lighted the degree to which the Qaddafi state controlled the nature of the criminal economy, it 

Figure 1. Intersection and Hierarchy of Trafficked Commodities
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seems clear too that some forms of trafficking, migrant smuggling in particular, were deliber-
ately left uncontrolled and, by the time the regime fell, had wide involvement by communities 
across the country .

Migration across the Sahel band is frequently a resilience strategy among the nomadic 
communities in the borderlands and peripheries, who have long been marginalized by the 
state . These communities create webs of dependency with their kin in neighboring countries 
and use arbitrage and smuggling of commodities as a basic livelihood strategy, particularly in 
periods of instability .22 Libya has always been a destination country for migrants from West 
Africa and the Sahel seeking favorable economic opportunities . The incoming flow abated 
somewhat during the revolution but has since—as conflict subsided in Libya and picked up 
in Mali—resumed . The nature of this migration, however, is much different than in the past 
and is “a phenomenon that reveals the wider economic and demographic implications of the 
uprisings .”23 The long-term implications, including the degree to which Libyan public opinion 
has hardened against sub-Saharan Africans, may still have important political ramifications in 
the future .

Although smuggling is at the base of this hierarchy and often considered a relatively harm-
less way of supplementing livelihoods in poorly served regions, it nonetheless has an important 
role to play . First, as state services struggle to reassert themselves, and as local power brokers 
renegotiate alliances, various new players have entered the illicit economy, and the volume of 
illicit commodities and associated activities has grown . Smuggling and illicit trade have created 
an institutional basis for higher-profit criminal activities, build the legitimacy and control of 
local power brokers in the periphery of the state, and are a disincentive for border communities 
to engage with the central statebuilding process .

Last is the nascent growth of cocaine trafficking in Libya, the fifth post-Qaddafi trend of 
note . Although the actual extent is difficult to determine, interviews suggest that the transit 
trade for both cocaine and heroin is increasing . Movement of drugs, particularly cocaine, seems 
to be tightly insulated from other smuggling and trafficking and is protected by well-armed, 
well-organized, and violent gangs . The value of the cocaine trade is so great that drug traffick-
ing could easily overwhelm the traditional smuggling trade among professional traffickers . This 
would corrupt fledgling state institutions and thus has the potential to perpetuate instability 
and undermine the peacebuilding and state consolidation process .24

These individual markets, their evolution, dynamics, and interdependencies are explored in 
greater detail in the following section .

Subsidized Goods

Extensive subsidies offered by the Libyan government on a range of consumer goods from fuel 
to flour, sugar, and other household items have virtually guaranteed smuggling from neigh-
boring states where no subsidies are in place . “Smuggling,” says a community leader from the 
port town of Zuwarah, “is like a large-scale financial transfer to our neighbours .”25 Smuggling 
of subsidized goods is extensive between Libya and countries on the western, eastern, and 
southern land borders, and transport infrastructure has been well established to conduct these 
activities . Significant quantities of fuel are also smuggled from Libya to Europe .

Unsurprisingly, reforming the system of subsidies has been highly contested . Subsidies 
ultimately became a way in which the state “attempted to buy off the people—but it became a 
slippery slope with more and more money fed into the process with the aim of maintaining so-
cial calm .”26 The result was that by 2012, after the revolution, about 25 percent of Libya’s GDP 
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was being paid out in subsidies or transfers .27 The new government has recently announced 
that the fuel subsidy will be phased out within the next three years . Discussions are under way 
on how subsidies can be replaced by a more cost-effective social safety net .28

As in all cases when state decisions will affect illicit economies, such a change is likely to 
become a point of contention for criminal groups engaged in the trade . It is also possible that 
these groups will try to disrupt the political process to protect their livelihoods .

Interviews suggest that those involved in smuggling basic commodities are generally not 
involved in more criminalized activities, though the extent of this crossover differs by region . 
Some groups have used the capital engaged in smuggling to move into higher profit, more 
criminalized activities . Even at lower levels, however, the widespread nature and extent of 
smuggling has a significant corroding influence on state institutions, given the systematic net-
works of corruption that have evolved to facilitate the trade .

Contraband

Because of the lack of customs and border controls, a sizeable quantity and range of illicit 
goods are smuggled into Libya . Second-hand cars from Europe arrive in large number at sev-
eral ports, most prominently Misurata, and are either sold within Libya or driven to markets 
in sub-Saharan Africa . Few, if any, controls over the auto trade are in place . Although the gov-
ernment at first attempted to stem the flow of vehicles, an exception for their import has now 
been given because the trade is seen as an economic mainstay in a period when the state cannot 
provide viable alternatives . Because the trade is uncontrolled, however, second-hand cars, along 
with electronic goods, are the biggest loss of potential government revenue .29

The black market for alcohol is active across the country, with prices varying depending 
on the proximity to source: Alcohol is cheaper in the west of the country, given the relatively 
short distance from neighboring Tunisia, where alcohol consumption is legal and alcohol thus 
easy to procure and transport . Alcohol is also brewed illegally (and badly) within Libya . Ac-
cording to those engaged in the trade, alcohol smuggling is reportedly highly profitable . Those 
smuggling subsidized commodities or migrants out of the country often return with a load of 
alcohol simply to boost their revenues . Substandard or expired alcohol is also smuggled, with 
some detrimental consequences to health .

The greatest impact from unregulated smuggling into the country, however, is almost cer-
tainly prescription medicines . Enormous quantities of painkillers and sleeping tablets are be-
ing brought into the country and are widely available on the streets . Some seizures of illegal 
pharmaceuticals have been significant .30

Prescription medicines appear to be brought in primarily by criminal groups in search of 
profit, but also by pharmacists, though the profession is reluctant to admit the extent of the 
problem .31 What is clear by all accounts is the extent of addiction, in part because the medi-
cines being distributed are all highly addictive . The main prescription medicines available on 
the streets are shown in box 1 .

Any country that has seen conflict or major social upheaval is likely to experience trauma 
and stress, which not only exacerbates existing conditions of mental illness or instability but 
may also trigger post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, or anxiety . Certainly, in an 
assessment of the prison system undertaken in December 2012, ten of the seventeen prisons 
visited had inmates with mental health needs .32 This is likely to reflect the broader population .
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Migrant Smuggling

Libya has been a long-standing and important entrepôt for the migrant smuggling and human 
trafficking trade from Africa to Europe . Although under Qaddafi the country was an intermit-
tently hostile environment for illegal immigration—maintaining draconian citizenship laws that 
contravened the majority of international human rights norms and standards—the main control 
placed on the migrant smuggling trade was along the northern sea border to prevent passage 
to Europe . The borders to the Sahelian band were left relatively uncontrolled, however, and the 
seminomadic populations of Tabu and Toureg moved with comparative ease in the border zones . 
The networks through which migrants from sub-Saharan Africa were smuggled became not 
only well established but also closely integrated into the local economies of border towns, par-
ticularly in the south . Forced labor was often a cost of migrating—migrants having to pay their 
passage into Libya and then again to Europe . The illegal labor provided by the trade was also 
used to provide many state services that Libyan nationals preferred not to undertake themselves .

During the 2011 conflict, the tide of migration turned . Waves of Toureg and Tabu turned 
south, many returning to kin in Mali, Niger, or Chad . Immediately after the revolution, how-

Box 1. Prescription Medicine Abuse Summary 
Tramadol (tramadol hydrochloride) is a painkiller used to treat moderate to severe pain 
and is from a class of medicines known as opioid agonists . Tramadol can be habit-
forming and monitoring changes in behavior or mood is advised . Brand names include 
ConZip, Rybix ODT, Ryzolt, and Ultram .

Clonazepam is used to control certain forms of seizure and to alleviate panic attacks . It 
falls within the benzodiazepine family, which work to decrease abnormal electrical brain 
activity . Clonazepam can be used to treat restlessness and acute catatonic conditions 
but can be habit forming . It is marketed, among others, by Roche Pharmaceuticals as 
Klonopin or Rivotril and is known as Roche in Libya .

Trihexyphenidyl is used to treat tremors and was formerly used in the treatment of 
Parkinson’s disease . It can also be used to counteract the side effects of antipsychotic 
treatment . The drug can have hallucinogenic or euphoric effects when consumed in 
high doses . Recreational use by Iraqi soldiers to relieve combat stress has been reported . 
Brand names include Artane and Tremin . It is referred to as Artane in Libya .

Zolpidem is an insomnia medication, classified as a sedative-hypnotic . It is recom-
mended that it be taken for short periods because, like other sleep medications, it  
is associated with dependence . Brand names include Ambien, Ambien CR, Edluar,  
Intermezzo, and Zolpimist .

Propanolol is classified as a beta blocker and is used to treat anxiety, panic attacks,  
abnormal heart rhythms, hypertension, and heart disease, among other conditions . Pro-
panolol has also been recently used as part of an experimental treatment for PTSD . 
Brand names include AstraZeneca, Anaprilinum, Bedranol, Ciplar, Inderal, InnoPran, 
Deralin, and Sumial .
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ever, and since, the situation in Libya stabilized, the tide turned north again, and the number 
of migrants trafficked through Libya increased substantially . Libya is once again perceived as a 
potential entry point for migrants moving across the Sahel bound for Europe . Most migrants 
held in detention centers and prisons across Libya speak openly and recount both the reasons 
for seeking better life, the difficulties on their journey, and the abuse they are often subjected to .

The smuggling trade is characterized by certain features:

 ■ Lack of economic opportunity and political instability are key push factors for migrants, 
who are often unrealistic about what kind of work they will be able to get in Libya or 
Europe . Migration in most cases is an act of desperation, and many migrants point out that 
the push factors in West Africa in particular continue to strengthen .

 ■ The smuggling of migrants is highly organized and, particularly in the south, has the 
widespread involvement of local Libyans, who connect with smuggling groups in the 
source countries and act as guides across the Sahara . They also serve as drivers and provide 
other forms of support . Involvement in the trade is an accepted economic practice in some 
communities . “These people want to move to Europe, not stay here, and we make good 
money .”33

 ■ Migrants often pay for their way northward by working for the traffickers at different 
locations . Many migrants worked for some time in Sebha before moving on, and almost 
all spent some time in Tripoli earning money for the next stage of the journey to Europe . 
Smugglers keep in contact with them during this period, ascertaining how much money 
they have and negotiating a price .

 ■ Migrants are particularly vulnerable to abuse at several points along the way . If arrested, 
many are held for months with little prospect of release, the requirement for which is the 
money to afford a ticket home . A parallel criminal business in extortion has developed 
alongside that of smuggling, as money is demanded from migrants to buy their freedom .34

Four main smuggling routes characterize the trade . The first route is from the coastal states 
on the western side of West Africa, mainly the Gambia, Senegal, and Mali . The second is from 
the more easterly regions, mainly Nigeria . The third is from Sudan, in particular the Darfur 
region . People moving along this route though also come from as far as Somalia and Eritrea . 
The final route is for Egyptians moving westward to Libya to escape political and economic 
instability . Libya is also home to a large number of migrants from South Asia, a significant 
proportion of whom appeared to have acquired fraudulently issued visas .35

The position of migrant smuggling at the center of the hierarchy of illicit markets and 
criminal activities in Libya is significant . Migrant smuggling appears to be interlinked with 
illicit trade and trafficking of numerous other commodities . Networks from Niger, Nigeria, 
Chad, Eritrea, Somalia, Sudan, and other sub-Saharan states have been found to be active in 
trafficking in persons and smuggling of migrants in Libya .36 Particularly in Nigerian networks, 
the relationship between those smuggling persons and the transit of illicit drugs, such as heroin 
and cocaine, is a close one . The continuing victimization inherent in many forms of human 
trafficking provides a relatively durable income stream for transnational criminal groups, and 
the penalties against human trafficking or smuggling, to the extent that they exist, tend to be 
far less harsh than those for drug trafficking . Thus, when all else fails, migrant smuggling is a 
reliable economic pillar .
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As figure 2 shows, although the source countries and experiences of trafficked persons vary, 
the trade is characterized by danger, abuses, and violations of basic human rights . Furthermore, 
despite the relatively high cost of passage—the majority pay the equivalent of $800 to $1,000 
for passage into Libya and double that for onward passage to Europe37—the majority of  
migrants fail to reach their target destination .

Illicit Drugs

Libya is an established market and a transit zone for hashish, a transit point for heroin and 
cocaine, and—in the larger cities of Tripoli, Misurata, and Benghazi—a nascent market for 
both heroin and cocaine . Cocaine and heroin are trafficked from the southwest either di-
rectly northward from Sebha or along the southern border and northward for onward move-
ment through Egypt . Hashish is transported either from West Africa along the same routes as  
heroin and cocaine or eastward from Morocco along the Libyan coast to Egypt .

Certain shifts in the control of the drug trade since the revolution have important implica-
tions for each of the five regional criminal subeconomies . These are most apparent on the west-
ern border but also apply in other parts of the country . The presence of concentrations of West 
Africans, particularly Nigerians, in many of the coastal cities suggests an emerging correlation 
between the smuggling of migrants and of drugs . Intriguingly, the few seizures of cocaine or 
heroin have been made in conjunction with the arrest of West Africans . Evidence also points 
to the diversification into new drug markets, as Libya has been noted to be a major hub for 
methamphetamine trafficking from West Africa to East and Southeast Asia .38

Because of the scale of the profits involved in the trade of illicit drugs, the control of the 
movement of drugs is likely to have the longest-term consequences for Libya . The cocaine 
trade in West Africa is valued at upward of $4 billion annually,39 and thus those involved in its 
trade have the purchasing power to corrupt state institutions and to warp political processes, 
should they chose to do so . Although the link with migrant smuggling, particularly in respect 
to Nigerian groups, appears to be growing, movement of drugs, particularly cocaine, appears to 
be unlike other commodities in that it is tightly insulated from other forms of trafficking and 
smuggling and its protection is conducted by well-armed, organized, and violent gangs . Evi-
dence is scant of crossover between those involved in trafficking of hashish to those involved in 
cocaine or heroin . “Drugs,” a prominent former smuggler observed, “are for the big guys . You 
can’t get involved, and you will lose your life if you try . The profits are too high, and the people 
too powerful .”40

The extent to which the trans-Sahelian overland route is used for extensive cocaine smug-
gling remains a matter of contention .41 What is clear, however, is that cocaine is reaching 
Libya by the overland route . In Libya thus far, little evidence exists that those connected in the 
trafficking of cocaine are integrating or engaging in the statebuilding process, but the effects 
of this influence may not be immediately apparent . As in neighboring Mali, drug trafficking 
contributed to a widespread culture of institutionalized corruption that undermined the fledg-
ling democracy .42 Furthermore, as the institutions of the state are strengthened and the reach 
of criminal justice and law enforcement systems is reasserted, the incentive for transnational 
organized crime groups to corrupt and distort that process will be increased .

The trafficking of hashish from the southwest, like the smuggling of migrants, seems 
to result in greater community involvement, such as the use of young men as drivers, than 
the more specialized trafficking of either cocaine or heroin does . Hashish trafficking from 
 Morocco along the coast is far more organized, and though some quantities of the drug  
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Figure 2. Three Stories of Human Smuggling
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are off-loaded along the Libyan coast, the majority of shipments move eastward toward 
Egypt . The use of hashish appears to be widespread in the coastal cities, particularly among 
young men .

Given the comparative wealth concentrated in Tripoli and the coastal cities, and that 
cash transfer payments to young men are a key political strategy during the transition, it was 
 suggested in several interviews that Libya is being cultivated by drug traffickers to become a 
market for additional recreational drugs .43 Evidence is scant, however, of widespread cocaine 
and heroin use . A growth in drug demand has typically followed the transit routes, however, 
and caution and close monitoring would be well served in this area .

Market for Protection 

Weapons trafficking stands at the apex of the hierarchy of illicit markets in Libya and has 
become the most pivotal lever in the illicit economy . The main flow comes from the northwest, 
particularly Benghazi and Tripoli, to the southeast . After the revolution, weapons smuggling 
out of Libya to Sahelian countries in the south—namely Mali, Niger, and Chad—was heavy . 
Libyan arms were attributed to having played a critical role in the insurgency and civil war in 
Mali in 2011 and 2012 . This flow has largely been stemmed, in part because fewer weapons 
are now in circulation but also because the price has gone up because of competing demands 
elsewhere: An AK-47 available in local markets for around 3,000 dinar in 2012 is now avail-
able for 12,000 .44

The proliferation of illicit arms has transformed all other criminal markets . Discussions 
with smugglers have highlighted both the degree to which the illicit trade benefits from insta-
bility and the importance that weapons and protection have assumed in the smuggling trade in 
the northeast particularly . “You did not have to be armed in the past,” reported one smuggler 
who now has a full time bodyguard accompanying him, “but now it is essential to conduct 
business . There is a great deal of competition in the market .”45 This competition, particularly 
on the northwest border, has triggered fundamental changes to the nature of the smuggling 
economy in Libya . Protection is now sold as a commodity to smugglers, and what has evolved 
is a typology of smuggling or trafficking roles . This is illustrated in figure 3 .

The typologies, rather than being definitive of every case, illustrate the central importance 
of the transaction around protection, not only to the success of a trafficking or smuggling en-
terprise but also in their juxtaposition to the security and law institutions of the state . Thus, the 
defining feature of each typology centers around how and between whom the transaction for 
protection takes place . There are broadly three possible models:

Typology 1—Transacting for protection with an external force. Traffickers or businessmen ar-
range the deal directly with their contacts on the other side of the border . They pay an exter-
nal force for protection—a bodyguard or security unit, for example—although the traffickers 
themselves will also carry arms . Such a scenario takes places in areas where no single group has 
clear control over the territory or where there is competition for control .

The clearest example of a type 1 scenario is on the northwest border from the coast to 
Nalut, where Libya Shield and Libyan Army forces are protecting the border . Because govern-
ment forces are still not strong enough to end trafficking, traffickers hire to protect their cargo 
and to fight back if challenged . A second example is where an external force has moved in to 
provide protection but has itself been compromised by trafficking . Payment for protection is 
thus made to the force that facilitates the trafficking . The arrangements between Zintani forces 
and trafficking groups on the western border are an example .

The proliferation of illicit 
arms has transformed all 
other criminal markets. 
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Typology 2—Granting safe passage. When a community or tribal group has strong control 
over a territory, traffickers are in a position to broker safe passage for a fee . Indeed, in some 
cases, the community itself may have facilitated in brokering the transaction . In such cases, 
armed protection may not be required given that the area is under the control of the commu-
nity and safe passage has been assured, though a guide and light protection may be provided .

A good example is the movement of goods through Tabu-controlled areas along the south-
ern border south of Kufrah . In this case, traffickers have shifted established trafficking routes 
expressly to avoid state customs or border posts and to move instead through the zone of 
protection established by the Tabu . Although a fee is involved, the environment is stable and 
does not attract the attention of the state . This does not mean that some Tabu don’t engage in 
trafficking, only that they also make some profit from granting safe passage .

Typology 3—Transacting for protection with adjacent communities. Cross-border agreements 
are relevant for transit through outlying areas of control . Although the community cannot of-
fer as complete a zone of protection as it can for its own territory, it nonetheless does have the 
specialized knowledge and capacity to offer a transaction for protection and guidance, includ-
ing provision of security .

Typology 3 is particularly characteristic of the Toureg groups in facilitating trafficking in 
the area south of Ghat to the border with Niger . As their influence erodes, they have had to fall 
back to facilitating the transit of illicit trade through areas where their control is reduced but 
their established networks are still considerable .

A prerequisite for the growth of the protection market has been the absence of adequate 
state control and institutions of security to provide citizen security and regulate markets and a 
continued lack of capacity to police borders and respond to criminal acts .

Figure 3. Three Typologies of Smuggling and Trafficking
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Immediately after the revolution, the national army and police were decimated: defections, 
desertions, and detentions leaving them powerless to establish order . The National Transitional 
Council thus encouraged the largely autonomous revolutionary brigades to formalize them-
selves into a transitional security force—the Libyan Shield Forces and the Supreme Security 
Committee .46 Although this worked (surprisingly) well for a time, the balance between con-
taining conflict and fuelling it is slowly tipping in the wrong direction . Armed groups both 
in the capital and in the regions are increasingly using military force to settle long-standing 
rivalries and geographic or clan differences, to secure political or economic influence, and to 
control illicit resource flows . As violence increases, so does the criminal market for arms and for 
protection, perpetuating a cycle that is becoming an entrenched feature of the political debate .

The pervasive presence of weapons has combined with the absence of state control to en-
sure the growth of the protection market for legitimate trade as well as for illicit activities . 
Because weapons are available to all groups, the facilitation of movement of any kind of goods 
with value requires ensuring a transaction either with those who can ensure safety by providing 
the necessary firepower or with those who control specific areas and can thus ensure safe pas-
sage . Providing protection has thus become key to regulating both the criminal market and the 
broader Libyan economy . That it has done so further favors the political capital of the armed 
groups providing protection and detracts from the institutions of the state and their ability to 
project influence into the hinterlands and thus erodes the process of state consolidation .

International Arms Trade

A long-standing arms embargo has not prevented the growth of an export market for Libyan 
arms . Arms trafficking out of the country, as the most recent Security Council Resolution on 
Libya noted with concern, is having a negative impact on regional and international peace and 
security .47 The UN Panel of Experts’ final report on Libya documents extensively how weapons 
are being smuggled out to arm a range of insurgent movements across the Middle East and 
Africa . Specifically, the report notes an extensive arms-smuggling operation from Benghazi: 

Egypt is facing an increasing challenge in terms of proliferation from Libya and, while 
the flows of military materiel in the country present a threat to its internal security, in 
particular given materiel acquisition by armed groups in the Sinai area, the country also 
appears to serve as a corridor for further onward proliferation in the region, including 
into the Gaza Strip .48 

Trafficking patterns from Libya to Egypt include transfers by land along the northern 
coastal area but also across its southern borders . Trafficking is operated by boat, primarily from 
Benghazi and Tobruk, on to Marsa Matruh in Egypt, from which the military material is 
transported by road to various parts of the country, including the Sinai area .

This overview provides an opening to consider the impact of each of the main markets 
across different regions in Libya .

Regional Criminal Markets

An overview of illicit trafficking and smuggling trends for Libya as a whole provides a useful 
starting point for a discussion on subregional dynamics . Figure 4 presents a consolidated sum-
mary of the main trafficking routes across various commodities:

 ■ Cocaine, heroin, and hashish are trafficked from the southwest, skirt the southern border of 
Libya, or cross directly the poorly governed south to Egypt . From the northwest, hashish 
from Morocco traverses Tunisia, finds a market in Libya, or moves over the border to Egypt .
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 ■ People are smuggled both from the southwest and the southeast, as well as from across the 
border in Egypt .

 ■ Smuggling of commodities out of Libya is concentrated in the northwest, the southwest, 
and the southeast .

 ■ The main weapons flows since the revolution have moved from the coastal population 
centers to the southwest . A new flow of arms passes over the Egyptian border, bound for 
the conflict in Syria .

 ■ The main coastal cities are also the destination points for smuggling commodities into the 
country .

Nationally, despite the distinct characteristics and variety of actors at play regionally, one 
broad trajectory is shaping the way the illicit economy has developed since the revolution:  
Illicit markets have become key drivers for conflict .

What has been underplayed is the extent to which the major coastal cities have developed, 
relatively recently, into new hubs of criminal activity—not only as crucial transit points for 
trafficking and smuggling but also as substantial illicit markets in their own right (see figure 
5) . Rather than the rural-urban production linkages based on legitimate economic opportunity 
and trade that would ideally be fostered in a transition to sustainable and equitable develop-
ment, if the current trajectory continues, the criminal economy will be the hub of the periphery 
and the urban centers . 

Important distinctions between the various coastal cities and towns aside, a number of 
common strategic points are significant:

 ■ In all of Libya’s major cities, where formal institutions of law enforcement have broken 
down, security either has been provided by a loose arrangement of crime fighters and 

Figure 4. Main Trafficking Routes
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formal police or is conducted by the militias . In some cases, the militias also have elements 
involved in criminal activities . Some localized violence between groups can be traced 
directly back to a struggle to control the criminal market .

 ■ The western side of the coast, and Zuwarah (marked in red, just west of Tripoli) in particu-
lar, developed into a significant locus of illicit activity . This is in part a reflection of its 
location: its proximity to the nearest European territory, situated at the juncture of two 
trafficking routes from the west and the south .

 ■ The cities are increasingly becoming markets for drug consumption, in part because of the 
government’s disarmament strategy that has given cash payouts to many in the militia 
groups . In each of the main cities—Tripoli, Benghazi, and Misurata—drug consumption 
is seen as a growing threat . Illegal narcotics—mainly hashish, some heroin, and to a limited 
extent cocaine—are now more prevalent, as discussed earlier, but the city markets appear 
to have been flooded with prescription pharmaceuticals . Drug use has prompted behavior 
in Libya’s youth that has challenged prevailing cultural norms and social structures . In 
some cities, notably Tripoli, communities have reacted, sometimes with violence, against 
those seen to be fostering local demand for drugs .

 ■ The air and seaports in coastal cities have become important points of control for those 
seeking profits from trafficking . In almost every case, tensions have arisen between groups 
seeking to control these facilities .

 ■ Given their strategic locations, population concentrations, transportation infrastructure, and 
above average income levels, coastal cities have been the sites of the fiercest clashes between 
armed groups over access to criminal markets . These are repeatedly portrayed as political 
conflicts, but it is rare that an underlying economic interest cannot be easily identified . 
Interviews suggest that in many cases what may be under way is consolidation of power and 
control . Ironically, the least amount of conflict has occurred in Zuwarah, where the port and 
town are in the hands of a relatively cohesive group . In several urban areas, the transition 
period for the illicit economy appears to be drawing to an end, and control over criminal 

Figure 5. Dynamics of Libya’s Coastal Cities
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markets is consolidating . This has considerable consequences both for those seeking to 
suppress criminal enterprise in favor of legitimate trade, but also for the central statebuild-
ing process .

Overall, national routes and trends belie the local dynamics of and conflicts over illicit mar-
kets . What is universal across illicit markets and regional economies, however, is that criminal 
control is consolidating into fewer hands . Groups with the most resources are clearly most able 
to exploit their position for increased control and political influence .

To take only an aggregate national assessment of illicit trafficking in Libya would be to 
obscure subregional distinctions critical to ensuring that policy responses reduce rather than 
exacerbate criminal activity and its impact on market dynamics, local communities, national 
stability, and the security of citizens .

Tripoli and the Northwest

The trafficking dynamics from Tripoli along the west coast and toward the Tunisian border 
are particularly significant in demonstrating the decisive impact of how the emerging criminal 
economy and organized criminal behavior are shaping the political transition . As shown in 
figure 6, a narrow corridor along the Tunisian border from Tripoli and Zuwarah on the coast 
down to Ghadames at the intersection with the borders of Tunisia and Algeria channels a 
dynamic two-way illicit economy .

Libya’s capital, Tripoli, has become an important hub in the trafficking and smuggling 
economy . Its sheer size, the higher socioeconomic status of its inhabitants, its hosting of militia 
groups engaged in the statebuilding process, and that it is now a market for illicit drugs have 
made it in many ways the driver of the illicit economy . As in other cities, former and current 

Figure 6. Trafficking Routes in the Northwest
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members of militia groups have formed themselves into aptly named crime fighters or anti-
crime units49 in response to growing levels of crime, as well to address the perception that drug 
trafficking is having important social, economic, and governance consequences .

All interviews suggest that the use of drugs in Tripoli grew exponentially after the revolu-
tion .50 As it did so, the number of related armed clashes also grew . These clashes have occurred 
between armed groups competing to control the trade and between crime fighters against the 
militias .51 In some cases, local communities targeted drug smugglers . In short, evidence indi-
cates that criminal activities and the growing trade in drugs are having important implications 
for the overall social stability of the city .

The greatest problem—the widespread use of prescription painkillers—remains . An esti-
mated thirty-five million tablets were seized at the airport in May 2013, for example . Hashish 
also appears to be widespread, and evidence of the availability of heroin and cocaine in Tripoli 
is accumulating . Two kilograms of cocaine, for example, were seized shortly before the mission 
arrived in March 2013 .52

Illicit drug distribution networks within Tripoli appear to have been built on a set of re-
lationships in place during the Qaddafi era . The market remains in the hands of an estimated 
fifteen groups led by key individuals who control the majority of distribution . A significant 
proportion of these groups are West African . What is different now is that these groups can 
use their resources to recruit protection or to engage in violence . In addition, some elements 
within militia groups have sought either to tax criminal operations or to engage in the market 
themselves .53

By contrast, the market for prescription pharmaceuticals has spawned new networks, which 
overlap militia groups and appear to include legitimate pharmacists . Established groups have 
an obvious advantage but are now struggling to retain complete control . One of the key smug-
gling routes into the city, for pharmaceuticals (generally referred to as tablets) in particular, is 
through the airport . Control over the airport, which is in the hands of Zintani militias, is thus 
key to the control of trafficking in the city . Attempts to evict the militias from the airport have 
to date failed, and several interlocutors reported that the airport was now used for bringing in 
a growing range of contraband goods .54

Tripoli has for decades been a key staging point for migrants being smuggled to Europe . As 
noted earlier, migrants are held in safe houses in the city or work to earn their passage . Once 
they are able to pay, they are usually transferred by small boats from Garabuli beach, a long 
sandy piece of the coastline to the east of the city .55

Even farther east is Al-Khums, a small coastal town of some two hundred thousand and 
a relatively well-developed port facility . The port is notable in being the location of one of the 
biggest seizures of drugs, approximately ten thousand tablets, which were received from a ship 
arriving from the Netherlands .56

By all accounts, the port has been the site of a significant trafficking . After the major sei-
zure in April 2013, the local council took a stronger stance, and the anticrime unit assumed 
control over the port, reporting that trafficking through it has all but stopped . Recent opera-
tions have also yielded several seizures of drugs, mainly hashish and pharmaceuticals but also 
small quantities of cocaine . The vigorous action by local community leaders does appear to 
have displaced the problem, but some trafficking reportedly still takes place along the neigh-
boring coastal areas . A recently arrested drug user reported that between fifteen to twenty drug 
dealers are actively targeting the youth market but that the costs of tablets are on the increase .57

With an estimated population of around three hundred thousand, Misurata is the third 
largest city in Libya after Tripoli and Benghazi and has long been a hub of commerce . In 2006, 
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a free trade zone was established in a 539-hectare complex to the south of the port . Now that 
the government is beginning to stabilize, an effort is being made to use the port as an interna-
tional trading hub and to attract foreign investment . This strategy has worked reasonably well, 
 according to the Misurata port manager: “We did in the last six months the equivalent of the 
last several years .” 58

As is often the case, however, economic growth in an underregulated environment quickly 
attracts illicit activity . The port processes some eighteen thousand containers a month, of which 
only a very small proportion are searched . Interviews within the port complex suggest consid-
erable movement of illegal goods guised as legitimate trade .59 For example, a large number of 
secondhand European vehicles are brought through Misurata—an estimated three hundred 
thousand in 2012 alone—and these feed the great demand for vehicles in Libya and beyond 
into sub-Saharan Africa . It is reported that cars have regularly been used as storage places for 
illicit goods, including weapons and drugs . Furthermore, given the lack of controls and illicit 
trade, the vehicles being imported are often older than five years and barely roadworthy, con-
stituting a health and safety hazard .60

The port management reports that formal state security architecture is inadequate and that 
businessmen, who are often armed, threaten the management if an attempt is made to search 
or intervene in the movement of goods . “Nobody has authority, so everybody has authority,” 
says the manager responsible for security . “Guns are what determine influence in the port  
now .” Port management has tried to increase levels of security by entering into a specific con-
tract with police and customs agents whereby they would be paid more for delivering a service, 
but it had little impact, and when it expired in May 2013, it was not renewed .61

Misurata was the scene of some of the fiercest fighting against Qaddafi forces, and the 
center of the town still bears the scars of the battle . Local militias remain extremely powerful, 
and at the time of the mission there were no local police to speak of . Community and religious 
leaders report that the police in Misurata had been drawn from surrounding rural communities 
and had little in common with the inhabitants . They have since been largely chased away, or no 
longer come to work, and the policing profession as a whole is not held in high esteem: “There 
is a sense now that we are free, that we don’t need police to control us .”62 The responsibility for 
providing local security and law enforcement has been assumed by a group from an anticrime 
unit formed only in March 2013 and headed by a former police officer who seems to have their 
trust . The work is being done on a volunteer basis, and no payment has yet been received from 
the Ministry of Interior, though wealthy business interests in the city have offered some sup-
port . Members of the anticrime unit have received little training and admit openly that they do 
not have a good picture of the emerging criminal economy of the city .

The anticrime unit is particularly concerned about the growth of the local drugs market 
and, in particular, allegations that elements of the militia are now involved in the trafficking 
and distribution of drugs within the city . “These people are very hard to tackle, they are well 
armed and people are scared of them,” reports the former police officer now in the anticrime 
unit .63 In the month since the anticrime unit began operation, it has made seventeen seizures 
of drugs, including hashish, heroin, and tablets . Although cocaine was not seized, the unit has 
been told that it is available in the city . A recent arrest of a militia member in possession of two 
kilograms of hashish, however, did not lead to prosecution because the individual was freed by 
his colleagues . Another arrest for what was suspected to be a small bag of cocaine also resulted 
in a release . Pharmaceuticals, mainly Tramadol, have been seized in “the thousands .” “The tab-
let,” one former militia member reports, “was widely given out to wounded fighters in the city, 
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and it is now easily available and used by many .”64 The anticrime unit suspects that the illegal 
pharmaceuticals are being shipped into the city in used cars . It recently received information 
and searched more than three hundred cars on several ships, seizing tablets stored inside .

The assessment mission tried to explore in greater detail the January 2013 murder of  
a prominent religious leader and member of the city council, Sheikh Mohamed Ben  Othman, 
who spoke out against the drug trade . Media reports also suggested that the murder was drug 
related .65 Although other religious and community leaders in the city continue to suggest that 
the killing was committed by those with an interest in the drug trade, both the anticrime unit 
and the chief prosecutor maintain that the reality is more complex . Whatever the motive, no 
investigation appears to be under way .

Moving south along the western border with Tunisia, the three cities of Zuwarah, Nalut, 
and Ghadames serve as storage and staging points, and the crossing points occur between 
them . As noted, Zuwarah is an important point for transshipment for a range of contraband 
leaving Libya, including people, drugs, arms, and subsidized goods . This is in part because of 
its geographic proximity to Malta and Italy and because of its location in the border area with 
Tunisia .

Since the revolution, several Zuwarahi businessmen have made themselves wealthy through  
illicit smuggling, of fuel in particular, which is highly profitable and closely controlled . Arms 
have also reportedly been trafficked to the Italian mafia . Zuwarah and neighboring towns 
Sabrata and Zawiya are home to a reasonably sized West African community involved in 
receiving smuggled migrants and trafficking cocaine across the Mediterranean .66 In this sense, 
Zuwarah is a coastal trafficking hub, tightly controlled by local interests with little intervention 
or with the active collusion of law enforcement authorities .

No significant smuggling takes place through the official border posts but instead flows 
through established routes across the desert . Smuggling hashish from Morocco through Algeria 
for distribution both in Libya and in Egypt is particularly virulent in this region . The trade in 
alcohol from the Tunisian border is also significant . Both community officials and newly de-
ployed Libya Shield Forces suggest that much of what has been seized is in fact expired produce . 

Conflict in the northwest has focused on a cluster of towns along the Tunisian border . 
Close to the coast, this conflict has involved Zuwarah, Jamil, and Rigdaleen (see figure 6) . Far-
ther south, the border town of Ghadames has seen significant internal conflict and the ejection 
of its Toureg inhabitants to New Ghadames, Dirij, and Away, some forty kilometers southeast . 
The main conflict driver has been a combination of ongoing political conflicts and a competi-
tion for control over illicit resources .67

One of the most significant developments in the region, however, is the deployment of 
forces along the border and the impact it is having on the local smuggling economy . Forces 
from the Libya Shield, the most established militia coalition reporting to the Ministry of 
Defense, have been deployed along the border with Tunisia as far south as the border town  
of Nalut . Soldiers and commanders of this force indicate that they are making significant ef-
forts to stem the flow of smuggled goods but that confrontations with smugglers have grown in 
intensity . In the two hundred kilometers of the border for which they are responsible, the Libya 
Shield forces estimate that some thirty to forty trucks cross the border every day . Although 
the unit numbers approximately four hundred men, given the requirement to guard the border 
twenty-four hours a day, only fifty are deployed on the border at any one time . One officer says 
that the smugglers “always appear to be aware of our movements” and clearly have an edge over 
the dedicated but inadequate Libya Shield force .68
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The militia group that has become progressively more active since the revolution in the 
smuggling trade heralds from the small town of Zintan . The Zintani played a key role in the 
overthrow of Qaddafi and since the revolution, thanks to their arms and organization, have 
retained considerable power . Previously Zintan-based groups had few opportunities to engage 
in smuggling activities, and only a handful of families were involved, partly because the town 
lies some distance from the border . As noted, however, in the security vacuum that followed 
the revolution, the criminal markets became more open, and new opportunities arose . Rather 
than engage in the smuggling trade directly, Zintan groups created a niche in providing protec-
tion for transit . “You cannot move across their section of the border unless you pay, and they 
protect the route because of the lack of security .”69 The evidence suggests that because of the 
comparative degree of power that Zintan militias exert in the region, their deployment has 
had a considerable impact on the local trafficking economy . By providing a more secure and 
stabilized environment, akin to a regulated criminal market, the Zintani have prompted a shift 
in the trafficking routes from the northern areas where Libya Shield forces are more active to 
areas farther south where the Zintani militias are present .70

Interviews also suggest, however, a degree of disdain as to how the Zintani groups do busi-
ness . One smuggler sums it up this way: “They are not very sophisticated, and they want profits 
quickly; they do not see some of the bigger business opportunities .”71 The Zintani are a force to 
be reckoned with nonetheless, “and once they have acquired a taste for the profits of smuggling, 
it will be hard to wean them from it .”72

A relatively neutral assessment would indicate that the Zintani have in fact been quite 
strategic in their entry into the illicit markets in the region . They moved early to take con-
trol of the airport and land border post in Ghadames and have reportedly initiated a divide 
and conquer strategy between the local Toureg communities . A displaced local Toureg leader 
explains, “People are convinced that the Zintani caused the conflict to open up space for traf-
ficking .”73 This perspective is consistent with other interviews along the border and elsewhere 
in the country that the Zintani groups have actively moved to ensure control of the smuggling 
economy on the western border .

Control over smuggling and trafficking has also been a key source of conflict in a number 
of other northern towns . Although these conflicts have broadly been portrayed to outsiders 
as clashes between those who supported Qaddafi and those who did not, they are in fact also 
strongly motivated by a fight over who controls trafficking routes and the resources they gener-
ate . Tensions between the smuggling towns on the Tunisian border stem from Qaddafi’s policy 
of favoring those perceived to be his supporters and restricting access to others, and this pattern 
is particularly evident in the triangle of Zuwarah, Jamil, and Rigdaleen .

The Berber town of Zuwarah has become a key hub for smuggling in the northwest region . 
This is in part on the basis of its geographic location as a port entrepôt for smuggled goods 
northward or along the coast, as well as across the western border with Tunisia . Given its Ber-
ber majority, the town was always viewed with suspicion by Qaddafi, so to dissipate the influ-
ence of Berber populations on Libya’s western border, two towns, Jamil and Rigdaleen, were 
established farther to the west . These towns were populated by people of Arab origin, many 
of whom had strong ties to communities across the border in Tunisia . An important form of 
livelihood for the people of these two towns thus became cross-border smuggling, to which the 
government in Tripoli largely consented .

Living close to the border, possessing local knowledge of the ways through the desert into 
Tunisia, and operating effectively under the protection of Qaddafi, the economies of the two 
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towns boomed . Jamil in particular, just forty kilometers from the border and eighty kilometers 
from the sea, grew rapidly . The economic interests of these towns were closely tied to support 
for Qaddafi and remained a stronghold throughout the revolution . “The only thing that was 
not allowed at the time,” says a local community leader, “was for smugglers to carry weapons: 
But all that has changed .”74

Since the revolution, the local smuggling economy has evolved, increased, and become 
highly contested: “The big difference is that we are all armed and that we buy our protec-
tion .”75 Government protection has been replaced by a mosaic of negotiated arrangements and 
what is known as the rule of the gun . Another key difference is the degree to which Zuwarah 
is now itself a hub for trafficking . Previously excluded from the trade, it now has both the 
resources and the weaponry to project influence, and trafficking over the border has become 
an important source of local income . A prominent community leader recounted how several 
local businessmen in the area have become wealthy since the revolution by smuggling subsi-
dized Libyan oil through the port and onto Malta and Europe . “To be honest, people do not 
see anything wrong in it . It is like a business . There is an opportunity, and people exploit it .”  
Access to the sea has become a comparative advantage for Zuwarah because it provides a plat-
form not only for receiving goods from Tunisia and luxury cars from Europe but also for the 
transfer of subsidized goods (mainly fuel) to the north .76 The port and the surrounding coastal 
area are an active embarkation point for illegal immigrants moving northward .

There have also been several cocaine seizures along the western coast in neighboring  
Sabrata and Zawiya, which have been found in the possession of West African immigrants 
 either based in these towns for a number of years or moving northwards .77 Sabrata, Al Jailat, 
and Zawiya are each also significant sea crossing points for sub-Saharan Africans and com-
modity smuggling and transit towns .

The two Arab towns of Jamil and Rigdaleen have become isolated from Zuwarah by a 
protective ring of roadblocks and sand barriers . Citizens from the former Qaddafi towns “never 
enter Zuwarah” and are “not welcome .” In short, trafficking and smuggling have continued but 
without state control and amidst heightened conflict . Interviewees explain that “if you have 
access to resources and weapons,” it is easy to take a share in the market .78

Zintan’s increasing influence and role on the western border is evident in Jamil, where 
 katibas once under the control of the local military council have reportedly been absorbed 
by the powerful Zintani militia brigade and deployed to man the border . The integrity of the 
 katibas has raised concerns because they are made up of known smugglers, convicts who es-
caped during Qaddafi’s release of prisoners during the revolution (many also smugglers), and 
pro-Qaddafi volunteer fighters . “We contained them and integrated them,” notes the local 
military council leader, but now they’ve been put “in a place that’s not right .”79

Sebha and the Southwest

The southwestern quadrant of Libya is a key smuggling and trafficking hub for regional flows 
across the Sahel and Maghreb . It is here that trafficking routes from neighboring Algeria and 
Niger converge before illicit goods, including cocaine, move northward or eastward . Because 
this region is a major gateway to transnational trafficking routes, the flows here are particularly 
lucrative, and competition is particularly fierce . The main trafficking routes and their relation-
ship to Sebha and the border regions are illustrated in figure 7 .

Three key transnational trafficking routes converge on Sebha and the surrounding complex 
of towns:
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 ■ The first, originating from the small states on the West African coast, notably Guinea-
Bissau, transits Mali and southern Algeria before entering Libya’s southwestern border 
between the border post of Ghat and the so-called Salvador Triangle, where the borders 
of Algeria, Libya, and Niger converge . Traffickers avoid both the official border post at 
Ghat and the main road between Ghat and Sebha . Instead, for the route crossing the 
desert, traffickers use storage facilities in the towns to the southwest of Sebha, notably 
Ubari . This is also the primary route used for trafficking cocaine northward .

 ■ The second route, which is predominantly for human trafficking and migrant smuggling, 
runs from across West Africa through a staging post in northern Niger at Madama and 
then northward to the important trafficking town of Murzuq, south of Sebha, where 
people and contraband are stored . Almost all criminal groups from across the Sahel and 
the Maghreb are engaged in trafficking in persons and smuggling of migrants, and this 
route is critical . It is also used for the northward transit of drugs . Finally, the route hosts 
an active secondary two-way trade in subsidized and contraband goods, most notably 
alcohol and cigarettes .

 ■ A third route from Chad through the town of Ghatron to Sebha is also in operation, 
though this appears to focus mainly on criminal groups transporting stolen cars from 
western Libya southward .

Figure 7. Trafficking Routes in the Southwest
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Sebha is the largest urban area in the region and is often perceived as “the capital of the 
south for traffickers .”80 It stands in fact at the intersection of two constellations of scattered 
smaller towns running north and south that also affect the political and economic dynamics in 
the region and facilitate illicit trade . The road from Sebha to the southwest runs to the border 
town of Ghat through the important wayside town of Ubari (see figure 7) . This wider region is 
a multiethnic mix of tribes and communities in which individual towns are perceived as being 
owned by different groups .

The southern Algeria route is in the hands of Arab traders in Sebha itself but relies heavily 
on the knowledge of Toureg tribesmen in the border region who act as guides for smuggling 
convoys . The traditional geographic area where Toureg tribes have been active stretches from 
Ghadames in the northern border with Tunisia to the Salvador Triangle, where the borders of 
Algeria, Libya, and Niger meet . Ghat is a Toureg-controlled town; Ghatron and Murzuq are 
in the hands of the Tabu .

The southwest subregion is a “whole system tied together  .  .  . developments in each place 
having an impact across the area .”81 Insecurity in the hub Sebha—a frequent occurrence—has 
the ability to trigger wider instability across the region . The surrounding towns provide cover 
for both the trafficking groups that operated under the previous regime as well as an emerging 
set of groups that have come into play since the revolution . Although the localized skirmishes 
in Sebha and the southwest are often attributed to “seemingly political factors,”82 local resi-
dents and national analysts acknowledge that political justifications often mask an underlying 
drive to control local trafficking routes .83

Control over the smuggling and trafficking economy of southwestern Libya is tight . Sev-
eral actors in the region report important shifts in both smuggling patterns and control over 
routes due to a combination of the conflict in Mali, the political process in Libya, and the 
heightened attention paid to trafficking through southern Algeria by local security forces . For 
example, officials in Sebha report that given the pressure brought by the Algerians in the 
southern region, it is now only viable to cross the border south of Ghat by foot .84 One result 
has been a greater emphasis on the second route through Niger .

Interviews with people involved in or close to trafficking in Mali suggest that the French 
intervention has made traffickers much more nervous that their goods, primarily illicit drugs, 
might be seized .85 The result is a shift in trafficking patterns through the route crossing the 
Nigerian border into Libya, which, due to the localized tribal ownership of different territories, 
has prompted a shift in the established balance of power from the Toureg into the hands of the 
Tabu, who control the border region from the Salvador Triangle to Sudan .86

The Berber Toureg face a number of challenges, including a weakening of their historic 
control over trafficking routes on the western border, serious obstacles to their political inclu-
sion in the unfolding transitional process in Tripoli, and the failed secessionist efforts in north-
ern Mali . These developments are partly connected, which illustrates again the extent to which 
illicit economies and emerging patterns of organized crime are intertwined with the peace and 
state consolidation process in Libya .

Toureg control of drug trafficking in the region has been weakening for some time . The 
movement of the powerful Zintani militia groups along the border has displaced the Toureg 
from a traditional stronghold in Ghadames along the western border of Algeria and Tunisia . 
In northern Mali, the original Toureg control over cocaine and hashish trafficking has been re-
portedly weakened by Arab involvement in the trade .87 These connections in turn have brought 
the Arab traders active in Sebha to greater prominence .
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In interviews, both the Toureg from the region and external observers suggest that the 
strategy of the Toureg is to bide their time . Zintani militias may exert considerable power 
along the border, but the Toureg are still essential for guiding convoys across the Sahara be-
cause their knowledge of it is unparalleled . Thus, though absolute control of the trafficking 
routes no longer lie with the Toureg, their traditional skills, deal-making capabilities, and con-
tacts with smugglers on both sides of the border mean that their overall position in the smug-
gling economy will remain .

The political position of the Toureg has long been controversial because Toureg men from 
the communities in northern Niger and Mali were an important component of Qaddafi’s 
armed forces and Qaddafi personally intervened as a mediator in some of the Toureg insurrec-
tions . True to form, however, Qaddafi’s policies were contradictory and, as Toureg leaders are 
now eager to point out, although the Toureg did form standing brigades in the Libyan armed 
forces, they were also subjected to a secondary form of citizenship, and for the most part, their 
support for the regime quickly melted away . Many Toureg crossed the border into Mali, Niger, 
or Algeria once NATO began to enforce the no-fly zone .

Whatever the case, the sense across Libya is strong that the Toureg played a key role in 
propping up the regime and that Qaddafi tolerated their involvement in trafficking . Under 
the new political order, the Toureg are on the “back foot,” as one of their leaders described it .88 
Their access to trafficking has been restricted but cannot be ended because of their decisive 
role . Because there are few other economic activities available to Toureg communities in the 
border regions, involvement in trafficking is essential to survival, and the Toureg are likely to 
fight hard to regain their influence .

The relationship between the Toureg and the Tabu groups is significant . Leaders from both 
communities highlight that the two groups seldom come into conflict over trafficking because 
both groups abide by a political agreement signed between the two tribes in 1875 that demar-
cated Toureg control as to the west of the Salvador Triangle and Tabu control to the east .89 This 
agreement is still quoted by both parties as underpinning their relationship .

Overall, for the long term, the southwest will remain an area of some conflict, in part be-
cause the general belief among several observers is that the Zintani have stretched themselves 
too thin on the border and that eventually greater control of trafficking will revert to the 
Toureg . The fragmented nature of regional politics means that clear control over trafficking has 
not yet been achieved . Sebha remains vulnerable to clashes between groups, and the causes of 
some violence remains difficult even for locals to discern .90

Kufrah and the Southeast

The south and southeastern border of Libya, deep in the Sahara desert bordering Egypt, Sudan, 
and Chad, is a sparsely populated region . Kufrah is the only significant urban area and thus  
a clear hub and staging post for all transnational criminal activity in the region (see figure 8) .

The southeast is dominated by the Tabu and Zwaye, which have an integral role to play 
in all of the four major illicit markets in the region: drugs, people, arms, and commodities 
(particularly fuel) . They, like the Toureg, are long-standing Sahel traders and have extensive 
knowledge of the routes across the desert .

The most significant illicit trade in this region is smuggling illegal migrants from Chad, 
Sudan, and some of the countries on the West African coast, mainly Ghana and Nigeria, who 
transit through Chad to the Kufrah area northward . Sudan is also a collection point for illicit 
movement of people from Somalia and Eritrea who then take this route .91
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Illicit commodities, particularly fuel, are smuggled southward, countertraffic to the flow of 
migrants, because, as a local Tabu community leader suggests, “The smuggling of fuel and com-
modities is not as profitable as transporting drugs and humans .”92 The trade in weapons flows 
south from Darnah and Benghazi through the Kufrah region and then eastward toward Niger 
and Mali but has slowed to a trickle as both demand and supply have dried up .

The region is also on the illicit drug transit route from West Africa . Reportedly, groups of 
Tabu guide traffickers along routes either along the southern border and then northward to 
a transfer point on the Egyptian side of the border or along a more direct route that transits 
southern Libya, crossing the border to Egypt to the north of Kufrah . From here, different 
groups take the drugs eastward to the Balkans and Europe .

Although the position of the Tabu is currently stronger than that of the Toureg, they 
are, through a complex mix of racism—the Tabu, unlike the Berber Toureg, are sub-Saharan  
Africans93—and historic political exclusion, also engaged in a struggle for the recognition of 
their rights as Libyans . They maintain significant control over the southern border and the traf-
ficking economy, and thus any effort to reduce or end trafficking and smuggling in the south 
will without doubt require a more inclusive political arrangement with the Tabu .

The Tabu played a significant part in the revolution despite their contradictory relation-
ship with the Qaddafi state . In the 1970s, Qaddafi supported a Tabu insurgency in Chad in 
an attempt to secure a territorial claim over a piece of land, the Ouzou Strip, along the Chad-
ian border . This included offers of citizenship to the stateless Tabu in exchange for military 
support . When the claim was defeated after French intervention in the late 1970s, the Tabu 
switched sides . In retaliation, Qaddafi encouraged an Arabization of the south . In particular,  
an Arab tribe, known as the Zwaye—“who had long fought with the Tabu over farmland and 
water resources”94—became the subject of central government patronage . The Tabu fought 

Figure 8. Trafficking Routes in the Southeast
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back against this marginalization, which included withdrawal of Libyan citizenship . An upris-
ing in Kufrah in 2008 was violently suppressed by the Libyan army, and many Tabu were dis-
placed outside the city . In this period, under government patronage, the Zwaye and other Arab 
tribes assumed control over the smuggling and trafficking economy of the region . The Zwaye 
accumulated significant wealth, including a fleet of some three thousand trucks that operated 
from Kufrah, transporting commodities south and migrants north .95

However, as the revolution began and as the tenuous state control of the south weakened, 
the Tabu militia moved early and gained important ground . In early 2011, Qaddafi offered 
citizenship to the Tabu in return for support in the revolution and supplied them with weap-
ons . They accepted the offer and then promptly continued their support of the revolution or— 
taking a less charitable view—set out to reoccupy land they regarded as historically theirs .

Using the Qaddafi weaponry, Tabu militia took control of Kufrah and swept both west 
and east . They secured the borders with Sudan and Chad pointedly “without any assistance 
from NATO”96 and occupied the important smuggling towns of Qatrun and Murzuq as  
well as the important oil fields in the east . The consolidation of Tabu control of the south had 
important implications for the regional smuggling economy . Smuggling routes to the south 
were blocked, and the Zwaye were cornered into what became an increasingly divided town 
of Kufrah, with different sections for Arab (Zwaye) and African (Tabu) . In the status quo, 
Kufrah’s role as a trafficking hub seems to have fallen away with the control of the Zwaye, and 
their trucks park unused within Kufrah itself .97 On the outskirts, a Tabu community leader 
reports that Tabu areas have become an important area for storage and onward trafficking of 
illicit commodities .98

Tabu leaders report that the Qadhadhfa tribe based in Sebha, who used to control the 
southward movement of goods, have been reaching out to the Tabu to establish business rela-
tions . As a Tabu civil society leader explains, “People who have been excluded from the trade 
are very eager to reengage . They have the capital and the business experience . Those are often 
the things that [the Tabu] lack .” In response to the inevitable questions on Islamic extremists 
and their connections to illicit trade and drug trafficking, the Tabu leaders are dismissive . They 
report approaches by al-Qaeda, who seek to benefit from the trade, and little sympathy among 
the Tabu, who have rebuffed such approaches .99

The overall picture in the southeast region is one of greater control of the illicit economy 
by elements within the Tabu . Ironically, however, this appears to have done little to bolster the 
Tabu’s position politically . Considerable discontent among Tabu community leaders remains 
about their marginalization and exclusion from economic and educational opportunities .100

Tabu leaders justify their involvement in smuggling as being driven by a lack of economic 
opportunities and an increasing sense of political marginalization .101 They are also eager to 
emphasize that in some cases Tabu forces have prevented trafficking or arrested suspects . They 
highlight that the Tabu are not a homogenous group but consist of thirty-six separate but 
strongly interrelated tribes . The degree to which this is the case is hard to discern, and the 
evidence provided in interviews is contradictory, but what does appear to be true is that traf-
ficking has continued unabated across southern Libya and that efforts to stem the flow have 
not proved successful . Traffickers who run the Kufrah-Agedabia route suggest that the flow of 
goods and people has continued in both directions and that the Tabu are paid for protection 
and to act as guides as required .102 As a Tabu leader reports, “The problem is becoming bigger, 
and as people develop interest, it is getting harder to control .”103
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Benghazi, Tobruk, and the Northeast

As in each of the other four regions, smuggling and trafficking on the northeastern border is 
defined by past conflicts and the complex governance arrangements that the Qaddafi regime 
used to balance tribal interests (see figure 9) .

Benghazi, the second largest city in Libya, is an important western hub for illicit trafficking 
and trade across the Maghreb . Access and control of the ports in Benghazi is key to controlling 
the criminal economy in the region . Although the volume of goods does not appear to be at the 
same level as in Misurata, and the overall operation of the port (which was not privatized) is less 
effective, a significant quantity of containers are reportedly coming in, some of the goods being 
then driven southward to Kufrah, destined for Chad, and to a lesser extent Sudan . Both legal 
and illegal goods are brought in through Benghazi ports, and customs duties are not levied .104

Unlike their counterparts in Misurata and Tripoli in the west, the police in Benghazi have 
to some extent continued to operate since the revolution, but they are weak and come under 
sustained attack . A clear pattern of assassinations has targeted mid-level and senior police of-
ficers . A senior city prosecutor reports that the criminal justice system remains largely outside 
the influence of the central government and that several powerful militias continue to exert 
control . Attacks against the police and the increasing criminalization of some militia groups in 
the city are an important defining feature of its emerging criminal economy .105

As an alternative to the more prominent route through Kufrah, migrants from Sudan, 
particularly Darfur, also use the route from Sudan to Siwa, crossing into Libya and then mak-
ing their way to Benghazi and the coast . Benghazi remains a key end point for migrants who 

Figure 9. Trafficking Routes in the Northeast
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have paid their way to move northward from the West African coastal states, Niger, Chad, and 
Sudan (mainly Darfur) . Interviews with arrested migrants in Benghazi’s main prison point to 
the hardships migrants face in the city quite apart from the payment for the journey they have 
already made .106

Militias in control of the main center for captured migrants in Benghazi, Ganfuda, appear 
to run a well-organized extortion racket . Migrants are arrested and on payment of money by 
their families are released again . The conditions at Ganfuda are also reported by judicial police 
officers to be some of the worst in the country .107

Eight militia brigades are reported to operate in the city, and all are active in illicit activi-
ties to varying degrees . Militias compete for control of some markets . In several cases, a senior 
prosecutor reported, militias seized goods from each other at the airport or the seaport . In ad-
dition to and in some cases overlapping with the militia groups, gangs are proliferating in the 
city, and several are involved in the local distribution of tablets, heroin, and hashish .

The criminal market as a whole remains fragmented, and control in some sectors has not 
yet consolidated . All those now involved in law enforcement indicate that, as in the other large 
cities, drug use and drug trafficking are now major challenges for Benghazi . A broad analysis of 
the extent of the problem has not been conducted in the city, but the biggest challenge appears 
to be the massive increase in prescription drugs, mainly painkillers, hashish, some heroin, and 
ecstasy—or what are described as hallucinatory tablets . To further illustrate the prevalence of 
illicit drugs, the anticrime unit reports that without a great deal of effort it seized 500 kilograms 
of hashish in several days recently . A new anticrime unit has been established within Benghazi, 
although its leaders report that contact with the militia groups remains a key challenge .108 The 
new unit consists of some 280 volunteers, and their operations have been recognized by the 
Ministry of Interior in Tripoli . However, relations between the police and the unit are reported 
to be poor, the unit arguing that the police have little legitimacy in the eyes of the community .

The largest town near the Egyptian border is the port city of Tobruk, which lies on the 
main coastal road some 93 miles (150 kilometers) east of the border post at Musaid . The east-
ern border with Egypt is also dominated by a long minefield of some 380 kilometers running 
south from Musaid . The minefield was first laid by Allied forces during World War II but was 
subsequently strengthened under the Qaddafi regime . It remains the defining physical feature 
of the border area in this region .

Smuggling along the Egyptian border is dominated by the illicit transfer of four main sets 
of commodities:

 ■ goods, such as food and fuel but also a range of other items, including animals for 
slaughter;

 ■ people, though the majority of smuggled migrants travel in a northerly or northwestern 
direction;

 ■ drugs, particularly cannabis, traverse the long coastal route from Morocco, the main 
cocaine route being far to the south and having no direct impact on the criminal economy 
in and around Tobruk; and

 ■ arms transfers over the Egyptian border bound for Sinai and Gaza, involving numerous 
armed clashes between Egyptian security forces and arms smugglers but few if any arrests, 
with transfers likely being moved southward through the desert into Egypt or by sea, 
rather than through the minefields .

The criminal market 
as a whole remains 

fragmented, and control 
in some sectors has not 

yet consolidated. 
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Although Tobruk itself cannot be classified as a smuggling town to the degree of Sebha 
or Kufrah in the south, several smaller towns between it and the border are clearly closely 
integrated into the smuggling market with Egypt . Senior police officials report that about 75 
percent of all those involved in border smuggling have a base within Tobruk, the remaining 
25 percent working from Benghazi . Smugglers from Tobruk do not operate only eastward; a 
limited number of more well-resourced groups and individuals also ply the route south to Ku-
frah, delivering subsidized goods for onward transfer . On the road to the main border post, 4x4 
vehicles are ubiquitous at fuel stops and restaurants . Closer to the official border post, however, 
they are less of a presence because smugglers take their vehicles southward .

The border post is staffed by just over one hundred special forces from the Libyan Army, 
with shifts of just over ten men manning the border at any one time . The conditions at the 
post are poor: offices and equipment, accommodation, kitchen, and sanitary facilities all in a 
bad state of repair .

Border staff at the main crossing point indicate that smugglers cross far to the south of the 
border to the Egyptian town of Siwa rather than traverse the mined area . Siwa is considered a 
regional center for illicit smuggling activities, and efforts on the Egyptian side to contain the 
trade have had little impact . In interviews, smugglers scoff at the suggestion of border guards 
that no one can cross the mine field . It saves time and petrol if a more direct route is taken 
through the fields, and smugglers indicated that five crossing points through the minefields 
have now been cleared and are well known to a few smugglers .109

As with other regions, the nature of cross-border trafficking and smuggling is bound up 
both with communities who straddle the border and the manner in which they were involved 
in illicit trafficking under the Qaddafi regime .110 On the border with Egypt, those in the border 
community of Awlad Ali could move freely over the border, having been issued identity cards 
for that purpose . The new Libyan government has made it mandatory for the Awlad Ali who 
have family on both sides of the border to have visas to cross it . During the visit of the mission 
team to the border post at Musaid, the Awlad Ali blockaded the border post on the Egyptian 
side, preventing the movement of any goods through the official checkpoint . During the Qad-
dafi era, community leaders in the region reported that smuggling was tightly controlled . The 
Awlad Ali engaged in low-level transfer of goods . Larger players, particularly from Sirte, Qad-
dafi’s home town, transferred goods freely . “If someone from Sirte came to the border post,” 
one official explained, “we just let them through without asking questions .”111 The smuggling 
and trafficking market has changed considerably since then, though Qaddafi’s influence in the 
east had begun to wane before the revolution .112

Since the revolution, the one big change to the criminal market is that smugglers are now 
extremely well armed . Local police indicate that policing the border is a key challenge .113 Local 
smugglers point out that the pressure to make profits by transporting goods is greater than the 
efforts to contain the problem .114

Organized Crime and State Consolidation

The study of criminal markets and illicit regional economies in Libya shows that despite dif-
ferent protagonists and distinct characteristics at play at regional levels, a number of common 
trends clearly have important implications not only for state consolidation but also for Libya’s 
peace and stability . Furthermore, the nature of the transition from autocratic control to demo-
cratic governance has, by proxy, created the conditions under which illicit trade and criminal 
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activity could thrive . If these dynamics are not effectively accounted for and mitigated in the 
statebuilding process, illicit trafficking and criminal behavior could reverse the positive trajec-
tory of Libya’s transition .

Consolidation and Integration

The difference between the emerging dynamics of crime in the cities along the coast and the 
nature of illicit trafficking in the interior increasingly suggests the emergence of two—albeit 
interconnected—criminal economies . Illicit networks are providing important links between 
the two areas, but the solutions in each case may need to be driven by separate political realities .

The first criminal economy is urban, within the three major cities of Tripoli, Misurata, 
and Benghazi . As noted, these cities are vibrant illicit markets in their own right, house infra-
structure critical to both the licit and illicit trade (ports and airports), and are hubs of political 
activity . What can be seen here is the increasing fusion of crime and governance, a pathway 
that experience in Africa and the Middle East has shown to be highly detrimental to build-
ing a stable democratic state predicated on the rule of law . Given that the illicit resources are 
increasingly a key source of gain in Libya, they will continue to have an impact on shaping 
politics, and not for the good . The challenge for analysts of Libya will be to understand more 
effectively this emerging political economy of conflict, given that some of the resource drivers 
are based on illicit (and therefore often hidden) activities . As the regional summaries illustrate, 
this will be far from easy .

For these cities, consolidation of the criminal economy began early in the revolution, and 
thus now criminal markets are stabilizing as strength in arms, political influence, and purchas-
ing power create exponential advantage for certain groups . Considerable evidence has been 
presented demonstrating that state and political actors are working less in the interests of the 
citizenship and of governance and more to protect their own power and influence . The growing 
community action against drug trafficking and the armed groups perceived to be involved is an 
important sign that ordinary people feel disenfranchised from being able to influence the gov-
ernance of their neighborhoods through widely accepted political and institutional channels .

The revolution that overthrew Qaddafi originated in Libya’s cities, where most of the popu-
lation lives . Many young men participated in the conflict, and the use of psychotropic and 
mind-altering prescription drugs is extensive . No survey of drug use has been undertaken, 
but interviews with health professionals and young people suggest that the challenge is much 
greater than assumed . Senior law enforcement officials and at least one trafficker acknowl-
edged that criminal groups have already identified the opportunity to develop a market for 
hard drugs in Libya .115

The prevalence of weapons also remains extensive despite the outflow from the country  
and has been a decisive factor in shaping the market or protection of illicit activities . This, 
 combined with the state provision of cash-based financial support (rather than genuine em-
ployment) to many young people, is a combustive combination that has considerable capacity 
to turn skirmishes for economic control of illicit resources into widespread political mobiliza-
tion, instability, or outright conflict in urban areas .

The second criminal economy centers around communities that straddle Libya’s land bor-
ders . Here, local power dynamics and illicit trade are still in part a legacy of trafficking under the 
Qaddafi regime . The revolution brought an opportunity to break down previous monopolies 
on the criminal markets that are critical sources of livelihood in otherwise resource-poor areas, 
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prompting localized conflicts between groups . Because the capacity of the central state is too 
weak to project political influence, economic opportunity, or security into Libya’s borderlands, 
the concept of state service delivery and national identity remains elusive at best . Border com-
munities do not expect that this will change, have no experience of what a more democratic 
governance structure might look like, and thus have little incentive to engage in a central state .

Furthermore, what has filled the security vacuum is an increasingly comprehensive and 
effective market for protection in both criminal and noncriminal enterprises . The side indus-
tries of protectionism and rent-seeking continue to enhance the status and influence of armed 
criminal groups at the expense of state institutions and increase the incentive for these groups 
to recuse themselves rather than contribute to state consolidation . Any effort to suppress crim-
inal activity will therefore also need to address criminal protection . Given the diversity of pro-
tagonists involved along any single trafficking route, effective responses will require customized 
strategies and solutions .

It is too early to say that the power struggles in either of these criminal economies are 
complete, but it is clear that the transition period for the illicit economy is nearing an end . 
Greater market control will mean fewer opportunities for new entries . For example, the drug 
markets are now effectively closed to new entrants .116 This has considerable consequences both 
for those seeking to suppress criminal enterprise in favor of legitimate trade and for the central 
statebuilding process .

Transnational Implications

From a transnational perspective, regional and international dynamics will strain Libya’s fragile 
stability . As the maps in figures 6–9 show, Libya occupies a crucial geographic position astride 
the drug trafficking routes from West Africa and the Sahel and the movement of these drugs 
eastward through Egypt to the Balkans and Europe . Some evidence suggests that drugs transit 
the Mediterranean and that smuggling migrants and smuggling drugs, particularly by Nige-
rian groups, have become interlinked .117

Continued political instability in the Arab world, the recent events in Egypt in particular, 
will continue to have an impact on Libya’s political, economic, and social foundations . In ad-
dition, the failure to respond more effectively to drug trafficking in West African coastal states 
had secondary effects in the Sahel . The continued failure to do so in both West Africa and the 
Sahel will have long-term implications for Libya and North Africa more generally . These illicit 
flows, of which cocaine is the most notable, have had important destabilizing effects along the 
West African coast (Guinea-Bissau) and in the Sahelian band (Mali) . Recent events in the 
region—the focus of international enforcement efforts in West Africa118 and the establishment 
of peacekeeping forces in Mali—have displaced much of the illicit activity from their current 
routes . Additionally, the most marked emerging trend is the growth in demand for illicit and 
recreational drugs in Asia .119 The result is that “the African continent is becoming increasing 
vulnerable in terms of the proliferation of trafficking routes .”120

The intersection of the changing patterns of global drug demand and growing instability 
and dynamic markets to the south and east will combine to increase the pressure on Libya as 
a transit route . Distribution networks, some of which existed under the old regime, are already 
engaged in the transnational trafficking of prescription pharmaceuticals and hashish and thus 
are poised to embrace further transnational illicit trafficking and trade . In some cases, they have 
already begun exploring these possibilities .121

Any effort to suppress 
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If the transit of greater quantities of increasingly lucrative drugs increases, and state con-
solidation does not occur more rapidly than it now is, the development of Libya as a transit 
state will have important implications for political stability in the longer term . The speed with 
which drug trafficking dominated the politics of countries farther to the south is sobering—
a context in which many commentators argued that African and Sahelian states had much 
greater challenges than drug trafficking . Yet organized crime and drug trafficking, in concert 
with a range of other factors, proved an important driver of instability . The same could happen 
in North Africa, and Libya, given its geographic position, armed groups engaged in criminal 
economies, and potential for the development of a local market for drugs, is the most vulner-
able state in the region .

Conclusion: Crafting a Response

All these factors suggest that an urgent policy focus is required to respond to the emerging 
challenge of organized crime in Libya and to reduce the influence of criminal groups on the 
statebuilding process . At the outset, the dynamics and political economies of criminal behavior 
in Libya suggest that an appropriate response to organized crime may rely less on justice and 
security interventions and more on carefully calibrated political management, coupled with 
well-deployed development approaches . Any durable solution must also undercut the market 
for protection and reestablish state control .

Crime Control

From a political perspective, there are two requirements . The first is to draw groups that are 
marginalized from decision making into the political process . Continued failure to do so will 
simply encourage illicit activities, endangering the long-term stability of the state . The primary 
targets for these engagements are the Tabu and the Toureg, but marginalized border commu-
nities on both the eastern and western borders also must be brought into the fold .

In the case of the Tabu and the Toureg, Libya has the financial resources to craft an agree-
ment that provides political inclusion and economic opportunity in exchange for more effec-
tive control of the country’s periphery and border regions in conjunction with the central gov-
ernment . Large-scale plans to use technologically advanced or equipment-intensive solutions 
to reduce or control trafficking along the borders are likely to fail in the absence of a political 
agreement .

A legitimate counterargument can be made that including the Tabu and Toureg in the 
political process at the central level would only grant them greater leverage and control over 
trafficking . After all, Zintani groups, which have good access and influence over the nascent 
state are, as suggested, deeply involved themselves in illicit business . The difference, however, is 
that the Zintani groups are using their newfound power to displace other groups and to domi-
nate trafficking; this is as much of a political strategy as the offer by the peripheral groups to 
partner with the state to prevent it . Both the Tuareg and the Tabu already have control of the 
illicit economy, though it has been argued that the influence of the Toureg is slipping .

The key point is that controlling the southern borders effectively will be impossible without 
some form of political dialogue . Sharing the responsibility also means access to some power in 
Tripoli . Tabu and Toureg leaders see a great deal of symbolism attached to such responsibility 
and argue that they have shown that they can stamp out trafficking if required . There is no hint 
of such an approach from the Zintani; politics and the relationship between different groups 
and the illicit economy therefore require a differently calibrated approach in each case .

Controlling the southern 
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Evidence from interviews suggests that militia groups are increasingly interested in con-
trolling local criminal economies; this is most obvious in the desire of some of these groups 
to control sea and airports to facilitate trafficking and smuggling .122 It is imperative that the 
central state does not allow the consolidation of criminalized control over its borders and entry 
and exit points . It should be a key objective to return these facilities to state control wherever 
possible .

Reversing the Cycle

From an economic perspective, reducing subsidies is the key to decreasing the flow of smug-
gled commodities to Libya’s neighbors . Doing so carries great political risk, however, not least 
of which is that huge numbers of people in all border areas earn a livelihood smuggling . Dis-
rupting the current arrangements may well lead to greater discontent with the center, from 
where such policies would emanate, and may also lead to greater competition for the remaining 
illicit markets .

The long-term solution can only rely on a careful transition from commodity subsidies and 
cash handouts to creating sustainable and legitimate economic opportunities, particularly for 
young people, in both border regions and the country’s cities . That is a tall order, but not impos-
sible: Libyans are enterprising people who, as in smuggling, have responded to market incen-
tives . As a recent review of the economies of the region in the wake of Arab Spring concludes, 
“There is no sustainable response to the aspirations of the youth without the private sector 
playing a leading role and without governments in the region taking needed steps to build con-
fidence in the private sector . That requires a substantial reform agenda, including private sector 
leaders who focus on production and innovation rather than on seeking rents .”123 Central to 
any such policies must be the development of marketable skills among Libya’s young people .124

From a social perspective, a much greater effort is required to educate Libyans on the costs 
and consequences of illegal activities, especially the involvement of many communities in the 
smuggling of migrants . As has been demonstrated, many families condone the activities of 
young men who earn good money illegally assisting the movement of people northward . The 
same applies to pharmaceutical professionals who assist in illegally distributing prescription 
drugs . As in many postauthoritarian regimes, arbitrary application of the law and brutality of 
law enforcement have undercut the people’s belief in state frameworks for regulation .125 Social 
control has broken down, and local community leaders and family networks will be key con-
duits to reestablishing acceptable patterns of behavior .

Public Demand for State Protection

Law enforcement institutions in Libya, widely derided by the populace for their association 
with the Qaddafi regime, have for the most part broken down . Although some evidence sug-
gests that many ordinary people now want the government to establish a reformed system 
of policing, police and prosecutors alike outlined the challenges of doing so . Most important 
is the degree to which militia groups in some areas see themselves both as the guardians of 
the law and the natural inheritors of the economic benefits of illicit markets . The long-term 
establishment of effective and legitimate systems of law enforcement will be a critical factor in 
responding to the challenge of organized crime .

Conventional ideas of building strong law enforcement institutions may only be part of the 
solution . As a recent study highlighted, solutions need to be designed to be specific to the local 
context and in recognition of vested interests rather than assuming an available blank slate .126 
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Libya is not a blank slate: Bargains will have to be struck between interest groups and on the 
exchange of political inclusion for the provision of security . What is required is to break the 
market for criminal protection, not only by building more effective national institutions of law 
enforcement but also by ensuring that local sources of power are drawn into the security nexus 
rather than being left outside it . In many cases, the nascent anticrime units are the building 
blocks of new law enforcement institutions, but they need to be held to higher levels of ac-
countability to the communities they serve . The bargain between an emerging system of law 
enforcement and the people themselves is only beginning to be struck, most particularly in the 
bigger cities: It will have to be promoted, formalized, and reinforced . These local security ar-
rangements offer the greatest chances for long-term success against organized crime . The real 
dangers include abuse of power and religious extremism . The overall development of local law 
enforcement is poorly understood, not least by outsiders with little access .

International Community

The international community has a critical role in supporting Libya in its response to the chal-
lenge of organized crime . That response, however, should not be driven by an approach that 
seeks only to prevent illicit flows to developed countries . Such a focus will inevitably rely on 
establishing a set of standard responses, such as attempts at increasing border control in the 
south, which under the circumstances are likely to fail or at best only have a limited impact on 
the problem . An overemphasis on technology-based solutions will not solve the political and 
social problems that are fostering the illicit trafficking and smuggling . The international com-
munity and Libya’s emerging political elite must understand that there are no easy answers but 
that success can be achieved if solutions are developed with care, nuance, and cognizance of the 
specific local circumstances .

The second critical factor is that many of the trafficking and smuggling routes that enmesh 
Libya are regional, so a wider focus is required . It has already become clear that a failure to stem 
cocaine trafficking through the fragile states of West Africa had important secondary effects in 
Mali, and now arguably in Libya . The problems of West Africa, both the economic and social 
conditions that drive migrants north and the conditions that have created a transit zone for 
drugs, must be addressed to staunch their debilitating impact on stability further north .

There is an irony here . Ordinary Libyans now express their desire to be less engaged with 
the problems of sub-Saharan Africa in reaction against Qaddafi’s approach of seeking support 
and influence in the south . Libya’s economy is closely integrated with that of her Sahelian 
neighbors, which has implications for the coastal cities .

Cost of Failure

Making the connection between the country’s changing political fortunes and the issue of the 
illicit economy is sometimes difficult . The rhetoric of political events may obscure the under-
lying economic interests . That the illicit economy drives events can no longer be overlooked . It 
is shaping people’s motivations as to how they engage with political processes, and as empha-
sized, it is strengthening the hand of those who use violence to obtain profit—the classic mark 
of organized crime .

The cost of failing to address these issues in Libya would be severe: the intertwining of a 
weak and corrupted state that has minimal reach with a series of alternative centers of political 
and economic power . Organized crime will be unlikely to break the state apart . Ironically, it is 
establishing new links between economic centers in the north and south . It has an interest in 
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maintaining the state to ensure rents from the oil economy . All this said, the current pattern 
weakens the central institutions as it provides livelihoods and thus runs counter to political 
stability, state consolidation, and sustainable economic growth .

Libya’s geographic position along the Mediterranean coast and in a region experiencing 
great political fragility speaks to the importance of getting the policy mix right . The effects of 
potential criminal contagion, even if it occurs slowly and insidiously, will reverberate in North 
Africa, the Sahel, and potentially within Europe itself . The debate as to the implications of 
organized crime for statebuilding is expanding: Libya is rapidly emerging as a test case, and 
the cost of failure here is considerable, both for Libya as a democratic state, for her citizens, 
and for the broader region .
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As Libya emerges from forty years of autocratic rule, the 
criminal economy is undermining government efforts at 
state consolidation. This report maps the flow of weapons, 
migrants, drugs, and smuggled goods through Libya and 
details the interactions between armed groups who 
control illicit markets and local communities. The authors 
warn that efforts to beef up border control policing will not 
be sufficient. Combating organized crime in Libya requires 
a broader approach that will engage marginalized groups 
in a political process. Failure to do so will affect not only 
Libya but the region as well. 
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